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agriculture define agriculture at dictionary com - historical examples of agriculture we have made enormous strides in
science and industry and agriculture, agriculture definition of agriculture by merriam webster - agriculture definition is
the science art or practice of cultivating the soil producing crops and raising livestock and in varying degrees the preparation
and marketing of the resulting products, agriculture definition in the cambridge english dictionary - working within the
principles of organic agriculture and thus acknowledging the values of the system is also an important context for research
from cambridge english corpus attempting to write a global geographical perspective on organic agriculture is a major
challenge, agriculture dictionary definition agriculture defined - the definition of agriculture is the science art and
business of farming and ranching commercial farms and ranches which provide vegetables and meat to the general public
are examples of agriculture, agriculture definition of agriculture in english by - definition of agriculture the science or
practice of farming including cultivation of the soil for the growing of crops and the rearing of animals to provi, agriculture
meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - working within the principles of organic agriculture and thus
acknowledging the values of the system is also an important context for research from cambridge english corpus attempting
to write a global geographical perspective on organic agriculture is a major challenge, agricultural definition of
agricultural by the free - define agricultural agricultural synonyms agricultural pronunciation agricultural translation english
dictionary definition of agricultural n the science art and business of cultivating soil producing crops and raising livestock
farming ag ri cul tur al adj ag ri cul tur al ly adv, agriculture meaning of agriculture in longman dictionary - agriculture
the drainage of peatbogs for forestry and agriculture is making a significant net contribution to greenhouse gas emissions
the report concludes local wildlife and agriculture are likely to be badly affected environmentalists claim, agriculture legal
definition of agriculture legal dictionary - agriculture the art of cultivating the earth in order to obtain from it the divers
things it can produce and particularly what is useful to man as grain fruit s cotton flax and other things, glossary of
agricultural terms - the glossary is a collection of definitions of agricultural terms developed in conjunction with the creation
of the nal agricultural thesaurus the 2018 edition contains 5 618 terms ranging across agriculture and its many ancillary
subjects, agriculture definition and meaning collins english - agriculture is farming and the methods that are used to
raise and look after crops and animals the ukraine is strong both in industry and agriculture synonyms farming culture
cultivation husbandry more synonyms of agriculture, agricultural definition of agricultural by merriam webster agricultural definition is of relating to used in or concerned with agriculture how to use agricultural in a sentence of relating to
used in or concerned with agriculture of relating to or used in farming or agriculture, agricultural definition and meaning
collins english - times sunday times 2008 unlike an agricultural society which can be rather precisely defined civilization is
a more subjective construct stearns peter n world history patterns of change and continuity 1995 in one example of an
agricultural society a farmer tills part of the very limited land in nepal flat enough to sustain agriculture, agricultural
definition of agricultural by medical - agriculture the science of taming the land to grow crops and raise animals for food
clothing or other products agriculture the cultivation of the soil for any aspect of farming or horticulture
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